How to Rock
Competency
Interviews

About us
Launchpad Associates Ltd, is a business partnership of Beverly Sherratt and Jo Cameron supported by
specialist associates. We:
Work with people who are struggling with their careers or those who are re-entering the workplace to
boost self-esteem, identify and develop their skills and make the choices and change they need to
succeed.
Mentor young people to increase their employability, encourage enterprise and raise awareness of
further development opportunities.
Provide career direction and outplacement coaching;
Mentor Executives, Leaders and Managers to increase their impact, influence and relationships.
Help HR professionals to communicate with influence to be a change agent within their organisation.
Undertake well-being audits and projects, working with organisations to consider the impact of
organisation culture and communication on staff well-being.
Develop and mentor aspiring and existing leaders.
Build trust and collaboration within teams.
We also provide all aspects of operational HR and Organisation Development.
Specialisms:
Organisation Design | Organisation Development | NLP Coaching and Mentoring | Career Direction
Mentoring/Programmes | i3 Personality Profiling | DISC Behaviour Profiling | Development Programmes |
Small Business Development & Planning |Outplacement | Workplace Mental well-being | Operational HR |
Complex Case Investigation

Why Competency or Behavioural
Interviews?
Competency interviews get to the real you. They elicit
information that confirms your actual experience. They
also provide you the opportunity to sell yourself.
Every interview is different. Good recruitment managers
use assessments that are relevant to the role and recruit
against set competencies and criteria.
It always helps to have a few ‘go to’ answers or examples
to hand so you feel prepared. It is also important not to
over script, so listen to the questions carefully.
Organisations are using competency questions more
frequently to gain actual suitability for the role.
Hypothetical questions often get a response in the form of
‘sensible stab at it’ rather than underpinning knowledge.
Likewise where does the recruiter go from a closed
question?
This guide has been prepared to help you succeed at
interview answering competency or behaviour questions.

Core Behaviours and
Competencies that may be
Assessed

Ability to Relate to Others
Openness to Change
Motivation & Commitment
Planning & Organising
Problem Solving

Values
Teamworking

Ability to Relate to
Others
When recruiting organisations are
looking for people who can motive,
engage with and lead others. Even if you
are not going for a leadership role,
organisations are looking for people who
are self-aware, understand their impact
on others and can show empathy.
It’s not just the leader’s own skills and
vision that drive the business forward, it’s
identifying others who can contribute and
be inspired to lead and take ownership.
So what are they looking for?
Good eye contact
Confidence without arrogance
Awareness of impact on others during
interview
Adopting the right tone during
interview

Engaging with a group of people
Evidence of self-awareness
Evidence of willingness for personal
growth.

Openness to Change
The pace of change is rapid, both in
the workplace and within society.
Employers are being asked to do
more with less, they need to keep
one eye on the competition and the
other on the bottom line.
Employers are therefore looking for
adaptable employees, open to
reskilling or upskilling to keep pace
with technology changes and
business transformation.
So what are they looking for?
Positive mindset

Openness to new ideas and
innovation
Growth mindset
Ability to adapt to change
Ability to evaluate change

Motivation & Commitment
Employers are seeking self-directed and enthusiastic employees,
with a passion for their chosen career. This includes researching
the company well and being clear on why they want to work
within the business.

Ultimately the employer is looking for you to:
be enthusiastic, well prepared;
demonstrate good preparation;
respond to opportunities in a manner that is enthusiastic
and demonstrates interest;
demonstrate that motivation is properly informed by
knowledge of the role.

Planning & Organising

The fast moving pace of business and
industry together with managing
competing work and life demands,
requires an ability to prioritise.
Employers are looking for:
Good time management;
You to demonstrate you are
thorough and logical, objective,
and realistic;
Your ability to prioritise effectively,
together with a systematic
approach to workload
management, reviewing progress
and revising in the light of changing
circumstances;
Your ability to prepare work in
advance, effectively withstanding
workload pressures, and can thus
consistently meet deadlines.

Problem Solving

Problem Solving essentially
means ability to analyse, make
judgement on the basis of
information, and the ability to
take a logical and well thought
through approach.
Employers are looking for
candidates to:
Demonstrate knowledge of
the problem solving cycle and
the ability to apply this in
practice;
Have an ability to
conceptualise; an
understanding of theory
underlying practice; and, to
question and evaluate
information;

Consider other people in
problem solution;
Have an ability to make
appropriate and realistic
judgements, based on
relevant, up to date and
verifiable information.

Values
Values are so important when joining
an organisation, as these define
behaviours. They also help you and
the employer to assess whether you
are going to fit.
Employers are assessing:
Positive attitude;
Positivity toward what the
company stands for;
Objective, non-discriminatory
behaviour and not being influenced
by personal bias;
Demonstration of an appropriate
awareness of diversity issues;
Having the ability to address issues
of inequality and power differential;
Is committed to the company
values.

Team Working

Collaborative working and joint problem solving
is essential in the workplace.
To work as part of a team employers are looking
for you to demonstrate understanding of other
peoples perspectives, flexibility, listening skills,
and conflict resolution behaviours.
Specifically they are likely to be checking you
have abilities in listening, sharing, giving and
receiving support and advice and are able to
resolve differences and find ways forward.
They’ll also be looking for you to be willing to
share information and suggest new ideas but
understands and respects the roles and
responsibilities of others.

The STAR Model
Answer to Interview
Questions

The STAR Model
A good way to structure your answer is to use the STAR model:

S

Situation

• Tell them what was happening or needed.
• Tell them YOUR role and what you did.

T

Task

• Tell them the challenge, issue, or task you faced.

A

Action

• Tell them what you did, how and why you did it.

R

Result

• Tell them what you achieved through what you did.
• Tell them if you learnt anything from doing what you did or by being involved in the project.
A good interviewer will want to know what you learnt from your experience, particularly
how you might have done things differently, so be prepared to reflect on your performance.

STAR Examples

Situation
I was working in Burger King when a minibus of disabled young people pulled into the carpark. Their support
worker came to my middle till-point, and asked how I could facilitate 10 meals for the minibus. I asked if the young
people would not rather eat in the restaurant. The support worker said it was their first time out in this situation but
would benefit their development if it could be facilitated.

Task
I explained to my supervisor and in order to enable the young people to learn how to purchase a meal and
experience the restaurant I move my till-point to the end of the row.

Action
I explained to the support worker I would move my till-point and he lined the young people in a cue. In turn I
explained the menu and prices, and each made their purchase and took a seat in the restaurant.

Result
The young people were able to eat their food with all the other customers and receive the full experience. The
changes I made to facilitate this cause little disruption within the restaurant and made it a stress free experience for
the support worker to manage and for the young people to experience.

STAR Examples

Situation
I was volunteering as a football coach for an under eights team. One boy had autism and was unable to take
instruction in the same way as the other children. He loved football but was having a bad experience as the other
coaches didn’t know how to support him.

Task
I needed to ensure he was as included as the other children and was able to learn and enjoy the football training.

Action
I instructed the team as a whole and set them off on their training exercises. I then spoke to the young boy
individually to explain what he needed to do. When we progressed to a practice match, I spoke to the young boy
giving him clear instruction as to his position in the team and what he needed to do.

Result
The young boy was less disruptive, enjoyed his football and his parents were over joyed that he had been able to
participate without incident.

Example Employer Competency Based
Questions
Describe a situation when you were required to do something
new or approach a new situation for the first time. How did you
react? What did you learn?
We’re all different. Tell us about a time when you had to work
with someone who approached their work differently to you.
How did you work together to get the job done?
Tell us about a time in your career when you were energized
and the role you had made you excited for work each day.
What were you doing?
Why our company and why now?
Tell us about a manager you got on with really well and
respected. What was it about that person?

Reflect on your best ever team working experience. Why was it
a successful team experience?
Describe a time when something did not go to plan. What was
your role and how was it resolved?
Tell us about a time when you had to convince others to see
things your way?

What is the biggest goal you’ve
achieved?
When was the last time you
asked for feedback? What
motivated your request?
Tell us about a time when you
had to manage a number of
priorities with competing
demands. How did you manage?
What was the outcome?
When you have a number of
priorities in a day, how do you
allocate your time to get things
done?
If I rang your manager now, what
would they tell me about you?

What is the strangest thing
you’ve ever done?
Tell us about something you’d
never do again.
Give us a reason why we should
NOT appoint you.
How would you describe
yourself in the pub or at a party?
What could tempt you to behave
unethically?
What makes you angry?
What stresses you out?
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